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What we are undertaking now is a MOST IMPORTANT WORK for the future of 
Humanity. 

 
The enemy seems to grasp this even more than many of you here. You might 
treat this like beers and fun, but this isn't even close. The enemy is a world tyrant, 
which is thrown off by our deeds. They have slaughtered the planet. 

 
There have been many mushrooms that are plagued rising around.  From  
hackers that sent fishing links, to others who try to coerce people to speak with 
them, to the usual "small groups" that are probably led by some jew and claim to 
be Satanic. Which start cornering members and making them even sign strange 
documents, or other things. And pay copious amounts for listening to lectures or 
participation. 

 
Then we have the "meetups". One jew even stated in the groups that Satanists 
need to go to protest JESUITS. Who are known to financially and literally KILL 
YOU if they know you. Protest-fucking-JESUITS. The creed of the INQUISITION! 
Backbone of the VATICAN who sacrifices humans for the sake of JEHOVA.   
Good luck to the (((protesters))). 

 
Do you think these people are THAT dumb? No. They are jews and many others. 
They are intelligent. They have been doing this for centuries. So, what about  
you? Are you DUMB enough for them to rig you? 

 
"But they could be decent". Yes, in roulette you might win. Want to play some 
Russian then? Because if you win so what. As you can see all these things build 
on boredom, lack of awareness on the part of the victim, and wishful thinking. 
There is NO real prospect for anything like that now. When it is, everyone will 
know. Wishful thinking in these situations can kill. 

 
Now we have a new trend. Since I and a couple of decent people have been 
doing some work for others (there are many SS who work), there are all sorts of 
bitcoin shops or freebies around. Very nice. Although...not entirely free. Sounds 
almost as perfect as a jewish installment program or a loan- free money unless 
you have to pay. Of course, Bitcoin can never find anyone, ever. So what 
remains? 
 
Some random person has your Natal chart, the map of your Soul, your birth   
town, potentially other info. If you are foolish enough and add a mail that can track 
you, your privacy is done with, with the free data flow of today. The laws of  
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data protection are bypassed because you wanted free candy. Who knows if 
these people are amassing folders? 

 
Generally many punks and idiots will treat these groups as any other target group 
for fame or whatever. Which is what others have done before until we booted 
them in the face. One member (I like to think they are) even stated to PUT YOUR 
FACE ONLINE and DO RTR RITUALS in a Youtube video. Yes, please let the 
jews know in their face you curse them. Downright intelligent. 

 
Wasn't this what Sinead Shill McCrappy stated? These JoSers who are they! 
Show yourselves to the jews Goyim We Want to know you! You might have 
escaped jewbook and mass surveillance. 

 
If people do not get the above, the seriousness of the undertaking, they will 
SORELY regret it! There is nothing further I can do to protect and help you but 
giving you a rough wake up call. We are here for your protection, but your life is 
on your hands. Treat it with WISDOM! 

 
As far as us go, we are using the means to protect and backup spiritually our 
members and those True of Heart to us. For those who are on purpose acting 
stupid, nothing can really solve this. 

 
Satan is not one's slave or buddy to protect them, compensate for them, and act 
on their behalf for all their mistakes. Or catch you because you have the habit of 
jumping of off cliffs like Jewsus the fictitious kike who supposedly got saved by 
"Angels". 

 
If you are an adult or even a young teenager above 10, you are not a baby, and 
you have mind of your own. Use it, or as the adage goes, the only Sin in Satanism 
is that of Stupidity. 
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